Lobbying Congress for 911 Truth

They Don’t Know!
Bush isn’t the only one living in a bubble. Most of the U.S. Congress is too.
DC 9/11 Truthers found on our first foray to Capitol Hill this September that neither our area
congressmen nor their staff members knew basic facts about 9/11, including about the controlled
demolition of the 47-story steel-framed World Trade Center 7 at 5:20 p.m. on the same day.
Controlled demolition required the precise setting of explosives well before 9/11, in a building
that housed the NY Mayor’s Office of Emergency Management and offices of the FBI, CIA,
IRS, DoD, Secret Service, and SEC (where evidence of stolen billions by Enron and WorldCom
was lost in the collapse).
As we showed our Capitol Hill audiences a three-minute video of a BBC anchor reading a
prepared script that the building had come down, while it was still standing visibly in the
background over the reporter’s shoulder, and they then saw the building slide down in 6.5
seconds, their eyes widened and their attention focused discernably. One congressman said, “So,
you’re talking about treason.” We assured him that we were.
We urge 9/11 Truthers throughout the U.S. to take the truth to your representatives and senators
at either their Washington or home offices. Posted below are presenter notes and handout pieces
asking them to:
•
•
•
•

Investigate the omissions and distortions in the 9/11 Commission Report
Impeach Cheney and Bush
End the so-called “War on Terror” (including the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan)
Restore our constitutional rights

The materials provide specific actions Congress must take in these areas to repair the damage
done by the Bush Administration and restore integrity, honor and democracy to the United
States.
Download and use the ideas in the packet in whatever way your group wishes. The WTC7 clip is
also posted with the materials for download to a disc, which can be left in the congressional
office.
The final point your group should make—in the strongest of terms⎯ is that knowing of crimes
or treason and failing to report them to officials with authority to act constitute misprision. Under
Title 18, § 2382 of the United States Code, an official sworn to protect the U.S. Constitution can
be fined or imprisoned for up to seven years, or both, for misprision of treason. That, also,
focuses their attention.
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